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In the mean time Moore has said:
1. she never threw a bottle,
2. that it was an accident,
3. that the bottle rolled off the table (with
such force as to cause a bruise?),
4. that she accidently hit the bottle while
making a sweeping motion with her arms,
5. that she pounded the bottle against the table and it bounced over at McDaniel.
Our question is -- don’t most well-broughtup people apologize when they accidently cause
injury to another? Apparently not, since it appears
that in Moore’s World they strike again to remove
the source of irritation. Is this malice? Is this
spiteful? Is this heinous?
Some of the Positive Solutions clique (Bob
Miller and Allen Cohen) have accused McDaniel of
being the Treasurer of Resident’s Voice. She is not.
Then they accused her of writing the Voice newsletter. She does not. Positive Solution’s loudest
spokesmouth, Mary Robertson, accused her of
filing suit against Moore. She has not. However, a
complaint of battery was filed as documented in
OC Sheriff's Battery Report 09-038879. But this
was not McDaniel’s first course of action. The
complaint was filed only AFTER Freshley and Paulus called for a Special Meeting to remove
McDaniel from the board. And the “gang that
couldn’t shoot straight” required three attempts to
meet all the legal requirements just to call a special meeting. Doesn’t that give you a feeling of
confidence? These bumblers are in the majority
on Third Board. Paulus supposedly whined to a
United resident that he didn’t want to vote (to remove McDaniel.) However, it was Paulus who
made the motion to remove her. Isn’t this totally
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disingenuous? At least one resident has asked if
Paulus knows what perjury is. We wonder if he
would be willing to perjure himself in order to
belong with the Power group. Perjury is a serious
crime.
Virtually everyone who spoke at the special
meeting praised (some reluctantly) McDaniel.
But the best statements made at the meeting were
by Director Feldstein (to board attorney Gary
Kessler—“do you have case law to support your
position?” No audible response was given.) and by
Director Lippert who pointed out that the community is divided and the board reflects the division within the community. Attempts to silence
dissent are attempts to disenfranchise the community.
The Positive Solutions Group victimized a
victim. Who has been the aggressor at every
stage? The President. It is time for her to go. Directors who cannot control their anger and lash
out in physical violence need to go. Directors
who cover up violence and threats to individuals
or the community need to go. It is time. It is past
time. It is way past time. What would you call the
resignations of Moore, Paulus and Freshley?

A good start !

Friday 13th Meeting
Courtesy of CotoBuzz Journal

T

he Laguna Woods Friday 13th Board Meeting
to remove Director K. McDaniel featured a
security force rivaled only by the Orange County
Board of Supervisors’
hearings on Sheriff
Hutchens’ controversial CCW . The Sheriff appeared before the Orange County Board of Supervisors Tuesday February 10, 2009. The objective, according to Supervisors Chris Norby is
to “….reveal her latest tactics on pulling legallyissued CCW permits to law abiding citizens. This will
be the third hearing on this issue.” The hearings
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